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In this series of papers we prove the limiting absorption principle over a given
interval for a class of Hamiltonians which contains the original one of von
Neumann and Wigner. More specifically, the Hamiltonians are of the form
< < < < b  .  .yD q c sin b x r x q V x , where 2r3 - b F 1, V x is a short range potential
and I is a given compact subinterval of the open positive axis which does not
contain the point b2r4. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this Part II of this series of papers we prove Theorem 3.1 which was
stated in Part I. We continue the numbering of sections, however, we start
anew the numbering of references.
In Section 7 we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 under the additional
 .condition 3.4 . In Proposition 7.1 we formulate a lower estimate for any
 .solution of the basic equation 2.6 over any family of intervals Jm1
 .satisfying assumption 3.5 . This is done by applying the general Proposi-
tion 4.1 to such intervals. Similarly, in Proposition 7.2 we formulate lower
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 .estimates for any family of intervals J satisfying assumption 3.7 . Finally,r
 .combining Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 we arrive at conclusion 3.12 of
Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
In Section 8 we verify the approximate phase assumptions on J withoutr
 .the additional assumption 3.4 . For this purpose, we introduce a family of
 .subintervals J of the family of intervals J satisfying assumption 3.7 .m2 r
Then we redefine the approximate phase on the family of intervals J .m2
 .  .To verify assumptions 4.7 and 4.6 on the complements, J _ J , wer m2
formulate Lemma 8.1. Similarly to Section 6, the main difficulty is to verify
 .assumption 4.8 and the validity of this assumption is the statement of
 .Theorem 8.2. Note that conclusion 6.9 of Theorem 6.2 with the comple-
 .ments J _ J in place of the intervals J yields conclusion 8.16 ofr m2 r
Theorem 8.2. We start the proof of Theorem 8.2 with Proposition 8.3. This
proposition implies via the algebraic Lemma 6.3 that Theorem 8.2 holds
under the more restricted assumption 3r4 F b F 1. We prove Proposition
8.3 by repeated applications of Lemma 8.4. This lemma is an adaptation of
Lemma 6.5 to these complements. More specifically, it is an adaptation of
the scaling Lemma 5.3 to the complements J _ J combined withr m2
Lemma 8.1. We complete the proof of Theorem 8.2 with Proposition 8.5.
This proposition sharpens the conclusions of Proposition 8.3 so that they
imply Theorem 8.2 under the original assumption of Theorem 2.1 that
2r3 - b F 1. We prove Proposition 8.4 by repeated applications of Lemma
8.6, which is a sharper version of Lemma 8.4. Hence Lemma 8.6 is a
sharper adaptation of Lemma 6.5 to the complements J _ J . The proofr m2
of this adaptation of Lemma 6.5 is more technical than the previous one
given in Lemma 8.4 and so, we give the proof of Lemma 8.6 in the
Appendix. We conclude this section by verifying the approximate phase
assumptions on the subintervals J and we do this using the scalingm2
Lemma 5.3.
In Section 9 we prove Theorem 3.1 without the additional assumption
 .3.4 . This short section is, essentially, a combination of Sections 7 and 8.
For the related question of Mourre estimates we refer to the book of
w xCycon, Froese, Kirsch and Simon CFKS . For the related property of
absolute continuity for ordinary differential operators we refer to the many
excellent research papers.
7. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 WITH THE
 .ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTION 3.4
As a first step of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we formulate a version of
 .conclusion 3.12 which involves only intervals J and the approximatem1
phases u over them.m1
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, there
are constants g ) 0 and n such that for each inter¨ al J satisfying0 m1
 .assumption 3.5 and for each l g I
F u , f sup J G g ? n 2 by1yk .r2 ? F u , f inf J , for n ) n . .  .  .  .m m1 m m1 0
7.1 .
Theorem 5.1 and the remarks before it show that the approximate phase
 .of definition 3.6 satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1
 .over any interval J which satisfies assumption 3.5 . Then conclusionm1
 .4.9 with J in place of J, u in place of u and sup J in place of rm1 m m1
yields the lower estimate
F u , f sup J .  .m m1
sup Jm1 uG g ? exp 2 Im s ds ? F u , f inf J . 7.2 .  .  .  .H m m m1
inf Jm1
 .The lower estimate 7.2 allows us to complete the proof of Proposition
7.1 by showing that there is a constant g such that
2 by1yk .r2exp 2 Im u s ds ) g ? n , for n ) n . 7.3 .  .H m 0
Jm1
 .  .  .To prove the lower estimate 7.3 note relation 5.5 and formula 5.1
together give
y1 y1 3r22 Im u s l y c n c . 7.4 .  .m n n
 .Next, we apply conclusion 5.10 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 to v s y1,1
 .v s 3r2 and J s J . Then using assumption 3.5 and that the inte-2 m1
grand is positive we find
2by2 y1y1 1qn2r3 2 y1l y c r c r dr G n ? s y 1 s ds . .  .  . .H Hn n
ky1J 1q2nm1
An elementary partial fraction decomposition gives
1 1 2 q n 2 by22by2 y11qn 2 y1 2 by1yks y 1 s ds s log n y log .H ky1ky1 2 2 1 q n1q2n
1 q n 2 by2
q log . 7.5 .ky11 q 2n
Now we define
1 1 2 q n 2 by2 1 q n 2 by2
g s ? lim exp y log q log .
ky1 ky1 /2 2 1 q n 1 q 2nnª`
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 .  .Since we see from assumptions 3.1 and 2.2 that 2b y 2 F 0 and
k y 1 F 0, the previous constant g is strictly positive. At the same time it
 .follows that the lower estimate 7.3 holds for this constant.
 .  .Finally, inserting the lower estimate 7.3 into the lower estimate 7.2
 .we arrive at conclusion 7.1 of Proposition 7.1.
As a second step of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we formulate a version of
 .conclusion 3.12 which involves only intervals J and the approximater
phases u over them.r
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let the
conclusions of Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.1 hold for the family inter¨ als J .r
Then, to each d ) 1 there are constants g ) 0 and n such that for each0
inter¨ al J and for each l g Ir
F u , f r Gg ? n 1yb ? F u , f inf J , n) n , r g J , r G dly1r2n . .  .  .  .r r r 0 r
7.6 .
 .According to Section 6 the approximate phase of definition 3.10
satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1 over any intervals
 .  .J which satisfy assumption 3.5 . Then conclusion 4.9 with J in place ofr r
J, u in place of u and sup J in place of r yields the lower estimater r
r
F u , f r G g ? exp 2 Im u s ds ? F u , f inf J , .  .  .  .  .Hr r r r
inf Jr
n ) n , r g J , r G dly1r2n . 7.7 .0 r
 .The lower estimate 7.7 allows us to complete the proof of Proposition 7.2
by showing that to the constant d ) 1 there are constants g and n such0
that
r
1yb y1r2exp 2 Im u s ds ) gn , for n ) n and r G dl n . .H r 0
nf Jr
7.8 .
 .We start the proof of the lower estimate 7.8 by showing that
r
1yb y1r2exp 2 Im u s ds ) gn , for n ) n and r G dl n . .H m 0
inf Jr
7.9 .
 .To prove this lower estimate, we apply conclusion 5.10 of the scaling
 .Lemma 5.3 with v s y1, v s 3r2 and J s inf J , r . Then using1 2 r
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 .assumption 3.7 and the fact that the integrand is positive, we find
r d y1y1 3r2 2l y c s c s ds G n ? s y 1 ds , .  .  . .H Hn n
2by2inf J 1q2nr
for r G dly1r2n .
An elementary partial fraction decomposition gives,
1 1 d y 1d y12 y1 2y2 b 2 by2s y 1 s ds s log n q log 1 q n .  .H  /2by2 2 2 d q 11q2n
d
q log . 7.10 .2 by2 /1 q 2n
 .Since by assumption d ) 1, the right side of formula 7.10 is real. This
 .fact allows us to repeat the proof of the lower estimate 7.3 with formula
 .  .  .7.10 in place of formula 7.5 and so, the lower estimate 7.9 follows.
 .We complete the proof of the lower estimate 7.8 by showing the key
estimate:
lim sup 2 Im u y 2 Im u r dr - `. 7.11 .  .H r m
Jnª` r
 .As a first step of the proof of the key estimate 7.11 we combine
 .  .  .  .definitions 3.10 , 3.8 with formula 5.1 and with relation 6.1 . This
yields
1 y1 y1 X2 Im u y 2 Im u s l y c y l y c c .  .r m n r n2
1 y1 X Xw xy l y c c y c . 7.12 .  .r r n2
 .As a second step of the proof of the key estimate 7.11 we show that the
 .integral of the absolute value of the first term of formula 7.12 is
bounded. Specifically, we show that
y1 y1 Xl y c y l y c c r dr .  .  .H n r n
Jr
yb < 2y2 b <s O n 1 q log n , n ª `. 7.13 . . .
 .  .To prove estimate 7.13 we observe that definition 3.9 yields
y1 y1 y1 y1
l y c y l y c s y l y c l y c a p , 7.14 .  .  .  .  .r n r n r 0
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 . X  .and so, multiplying formula 7.14 by c and using formula 5.5 , we findn
y1 y1 y1X y1 3r2 y1l y c y l y c c s 2n c l y c l y c a a p . .  .  .  .n r n n r n r 0
7.15 .
 .Integrating the absolute value of estimate 7.15 over the interval J andr
 .  .using conclusion 6.3 of Lemma 6.1 and estimate 2.15 we obtain
y1 y1 Xl y c y l y c c r dr .  .  .H n r n
Jr
y1y1yb 3r2qbs O n ? l y c c a r dr . 7.16 .  .  .  .H r n r
Jr
 .We see from conclusion 6.20 of Lemma 6.5 that
v1 v v 2y2 b2 3 < <sup l y c c a r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  .H n n r
JlgI r
1
v q v G y1, v ) , n ª `. 7.17 .1 3 2 2
 .  .  .Combining estimates 7.17 and 7.16 we obtain estimate 7.13 .
 .As a third and final step of the proof the key estimate 7.11 we show
 .that the absolute value of the integral of the second term of formula 7.12
is bounded. Specifically, we show that
y1 1y2 b 2y2 b< <l y c a p 9 r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  .  . .H r r 0
Jr
for n ª `. 7.18 .
 .To prove estimate 7.18 we integrate by parts,
y1 y1
l y c a p 9 r dr s l y c a p ­ J .  .  .  .  .H r r 0 r r 0 r
Jr
y2 Xy l y c c a p r dr . 7.19 .  .  .H r r r 0
Jr
 .  .  .Combining conclusions 6.3 and 6.2 of Lemma 6.1 with estimate 2.15
we find
y1 ybl y c a p ­ J s O n , for n ª `. 7.20 .  .  .  .r r 0 r
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Next we show that
y2 X 1y2 b 2y2 b< <sup l y c c a p r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  . .H r r r 0
Jlg I r
for n ª `. 7.21 .
 .  .  .To see estimate 7.21 we differentiate definition 3.9 , use formula 5.5
and multiply the resulting formula by the absolute value of a p . Thisr 0
leads to the inequality
< X < y1 3r2 < < < X 2 < < X 2 <c a p F 2n c a p q p a p q a a p . 7.22 .r r 0 n r 0 0 r 0 r r 0
To estimate n times the integral corresponding to the first term on
 .  .the right of inequality 7.22 we apply estimate 7.17 to v s y2, v s1 2
 .  .3 q b r2, v s 1. Then using estimate 2.15 we find3
y2 3r2 1yb 2y2 b< <sup l y c c a p r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  . .H r n r 0
Jlg I r
for n ª `. 7.23 .
To estimate the integral corresponding to second term on the right of
 .  .inequality 7.22 we apply estimate 7.17 to v s y2, v s b , v s 2.1 2 3
 .Then using estimate 2.15 we find
y2 X2 1y2 b 2y2 b< <sup l y c a p p r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  . .H r r 0 0
Jlg I r
for n ª `. 7.24 .
To estimate the integral corresponding to the third term on right of
 .  .  .inequality 7.22 we combine formula 6.29 with estimate 2.15 . Then
 .using conclusion 6.3 of Lemma 6.1 we find
y2 X 1q2 2l y c a a p r dr .  .H r r r 0
Jr
y2y2y1y2 b 3r2qb 3s O n ? sup l y c c a r dr . .  .  .H n n r
Jlg I r
 .Application of estimate 7.17 to v s y2 y 2, v s 3r2 q b , v s 1 q1 2 3
2 shows that the second factor on the right is of the order of n 1 q
< 2y2 b <.log n and so
y2 X 2 y2 b 2y2 b< <sup l y c a a p r dr s O n 1 q log n , .  .  . .H r r r 0
Jlg I r
for n ª `. 7.25 .
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 .  .y2Finally we multiply inequality 7.22 by l y c and integrate ther
 .resulting inequality over the intervals J . Then using estimates 7.25 ,r
 .  .  .7.24 , and 7.23 we obtain estimate 7.21 via the triangle inequality. Then
 .  .  .combining estimates 7.21 and 7.20 we find estimate 7.18 . Thus, the key
 .estimate 7.11 follows.
As a third and final step of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we show that
 .under the additional assumption 3.4 , Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 imply it. To
 .see this, note that according to definition 2.1 in each closed interval of
length at least 2prb the potential p has at least one zero. This fact allows0
 .us to choose an interval J which satisfies assumption 3.5 and is suchm1
 .  .  .  .that p sup J s 0. Then we see from definitions 3.10 , 3.9 , and 3.60 m1
that
1 y1
u sup J s u sup J y i l y c sup J a p 9 sup J . .  .  .  .  . .r m1 m m1 n m1 r 0 m14
7.26 .
Next we claim that
u sup J ; u sup J , for n ª `. 7.27 .  .  .r m1 m m1
 .  .  .Relation 7.26 , conclusion 6.2 of Lemma 6.1, formula 6.29 and estimate
 .  .2.15 together show that the asymptotic formula 7.27 is implied by
y1r2yblim n ? l y c sup J s 0. 7.28 .  .  .n m1
nª`
 .To see estimate 7.28 we apply the elementary identity
2 y2 w x y1 w y1 xa y b s ab y 1 ? b a q b ,
1r2 y1  .to a s l , b s n r. Then using definition 2.14 we find
1r2 y1 y1 1r2 y1l y c r s l n r y 1 ? nr l q nr . 7.29 .  .n
 .Applying identity 7.29 , in turn, to sup J in place of r and usingm1
 .assumption 3.5 and the fact that the function l y c is increasing, wen
obtain
y1 y12 by2 2 by2 2 by2w xl y c sup J s n ? l 1 q n 1 q 1 q n . .  .  .  .n m1
We see from the previous estimate that the second factor on the left of
 . 1yb  .estimate 7.28 is of the order of n and so, estimate 7.28 follows and
 .so does the asymptotic formula 7.27 . Thus the definition
J s sup J , ` 7.30 .  .r m1
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gives an interval for which
F u , f inf J ; F u , f sup J , for n ª `. 7.31 .  .  .  .  .r r m m1
 .  .Inserting the asymptotic formula 7.31 into conclusion 7.1 of Proposition
7.1 we find, with a possibly different constant g the lower estimate
F u , f inf J G g ? n 2 by1yk .r2 ? F u , f inf J , for n ) n . .  .  .  .r r m m1 0
7.32 .
 .Since the intervals J satisfy assumption 3.5 we see from definitionm1
 .  .7.30 that the intervals J satisfy assumption 3.7 . Hence we can applyr
 .conclusion 7.6 of Proposition 7.2 to them. Then using the lower estimate
 .7.32 we obtain, with a possibly different constant g ,
F u , f r G g ? n 1yb ? n 2 by1yk .r2 ? F u , f inf J , .  .  .  .r m m1
for n ) n and r G dly1r2n . 7.33 .0
 .Thus, conclusion 3.12 of Theorem 3.1 follows.
8. VERIFICATION OF THE APPROXIMATE PHASE
 .ASSUMPTIONS ON J WITHOUT 3.4r
In this section we first redefine the function u and then show that thisr
redefined u satisfies the approximate phase assumptions without ther
 .  .additional assumption 3.4 . Note that according to assumption 2.11 of
Theorem 2.2, in this case we have the other additional assumption,
b2
I ; , ` and I is compact. 8.1 . /4
 .  .Then we can no longer invoke conclusions 6.3 and 6.2 of Lemma 6.1 to
 .prove that the approximate phase u of definition 3.10 satisfies ther
assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1 over the entire interval J , asr
we have done it in Sections 6 and 7. In fact, we claim that in this case for
some value of the parameter l the function u has a pole in J . To seer r
this, for each b define the positive number,
b2
l s l y . 8.2 .b 4
 .  .  .Then we see from formula 6.6 and from definitions 6.4 and 2.14 that
the function a has a pole at the point ly1r2n . Combination of this factr b
 .  .with definitions 3.10 and 3.9 yields our claim.
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To treat this difficulty we define a family of ``middle''-intervals centered
around this pole. More specifically, first we use the additional assumption
 .  .8.1 and definition 8.2 to choose a number d so that




y1r2 by1 by1J s l n ? 1 y n , 1 q 2n . 8.4 .m2 b  /2
Third, similarly to the case of the ``middle''-intervals J of assumptionm1
 .3.5 , on the previous ``middle''-intervals we define our approximate phase
 .by formula 3.6 . In other words, we set
11r2 y1 Xu s l y c y i l y c c on J , 8.5 .  .  .m n n n m24
 .and keep definition 3.10 on the complements J _ J .r m2
 .Similarly to Section 6, we show that u satisfies assumptions 4.7 andr
 .  .4.6 over the complements J _ J by showing that conclusion 6.3 ofr m2
Lemma 6.1 holds for these complements J _ J in place of the intervalsr m2
 .J . This is conclusion 8.7 of the following Lemma 8.1. We use conclusionr
 .  .  .8.6 to prove conclusion 8.7 as well as to verify assumption 4.8 . Note
 .  .that conclusion 8.6 is a weaker version of conclusion 6.2 of Lemma 6.1
inasmuch as its bound is not uniform in n .
LEMMA 8.1. Let the assumptions and notations of Lemma 6.1 hold and
 .  .instead of the additional assumption 3.4 let the additional assumption 8.1
 .hold. Next let the inter¨ als J be gi¨ en by definition 8.4 . Thenm2
y1 1ybsup sup l y c a r s O n , for n ª `. 8.6 .  .  .  .n r
lg I rgJ _ Jr m2
and
y1lim sup l y c l y c y 1 r s 0. 8.7 .  .  .  .n r
nª` rg J _ Jr m2
 .  .  .To prove conclusion 8.6 we combine definitions 8.2 and 6.4 with
 .formula 6.6 . This yields
y1 y1
l y c a s l y c , 8.8 .  .  .n r b n
 .and so, conclusion 8.6 is equivalent to
1yblim inf inf inf n l y c r ) 0. 8.9 .  . .b n
nª` lgI rg J _ Jr m2
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 .To see estimate 8.9 we claim that
lim inf inf n 1yb l y c sup J ) 0. 8.10 .  .  .b n m2
nª` lg I
 .Indeed, formula 7.29 with l in place of l and sup J in place r andb m2
 .the use of definition 8.4 yields
y1 y1by1 by1 by1w xl y c sup J s 2n ? l 1 q 2n 1 q 1 q 2n . .  .  .b n m2 b
8.11 .
 .  .We see from definition 8.2 and from the additional assumption 8.1 that
 .the second factor on the right of formula 8.11 is positive and it remains
 .bounded away from zero for l g I. Hence, formula 8.11 gives estimate
 .  .8.10 . Similarly to formula 8.11 we see that
y11 y d 1 y d
by1 by1l y c inf J s y n ? l 1 y n .b n m2 b  /2 2
y11 y d
by1= 1 q 1 y 2n 8.12 . /2
 .and similarly to estimate 8.10 we see that
lim sup sup n 1yb l y c inf J - 0. 8.13 .  .  .b n m2
nª` lg I
 .Since the function l y c is monotone increasing, we see from defini-b n
 .  .tion 2.14 and from estimate 8.13 that it is negative to the left of the
 .point inf J . Similarly we see from definition 8.2 , from the additionalm2
 .  .assumption 8.1 and from estimate 8.10 that it is positive to the right of
 .  .the point sup J . Thus combining estimates 8.10 and 8.13 we obtainm2
 .  .estimate 8.9 and hence conclusion 8.6 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.7 we combine estimate 2.15 with the already
 .established conclusion 8.6 . This yields
y1lim sup l y c a p r s 0. 8.14 .  .  .n r 0
nª` rg J _ Jr m2
 .  .Combining estimate 8.14 , in turn, with formula 6.7 we obtain conclusion
 .8.7 . This completes the proof of Lemma 8.1.
 .Next we show that the function u of definition 3.10 satisfies ther
 .remaining approximate phase assumption 4.8 over the complements
J _ J . This is the statement of the theorem that follows.r m2
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 .THEOREM 8.2. Let the inter¨ als J satisfy assumption 3.8 and let ther
 .approximate phase u be gi¨ en by definition 3.10 , where the function c isr r
 .gi¨ en by definition 3.6 . Next let the error potential e be gi¨ en by formular
 .  .4.5 with c in place of c and let the constant b satisfy assumption 2.2 ofr
Theorem 2.1. Finally, let the conclusions of Lemma 8.1 hold. Then
y1lim sup sup e r Re u r dr - `. 8.15 .  .  .H r r
J _ Jnª` lg I r m2
We start the proof of Theorem 8.2 with a technical proposition. In it we
 .y1r2estimate the integral of the absolute value of l y c times each ofr
the five terms of the algebraic Lemma 6.3. This technical proposition is a
version of Proposition 6.4, in which we have the complements J _ J inr m2
place of the intervals J on the left side and greater exponents of n inr
place of the exponents of Proposition 6.4 on the right side.
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorem 8.2
 .hold and instead of assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1 let the more general
assumption 0 F b F 1 hold. Then,
y1r2y2 y1n ? sup l y c c r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r n
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.16 .
and
y3r2y2 2 ybn ? sup l y c c r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r n
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.17 .
Furthermore
y5r2 X 2 3y4bsup l y c c r dr s O n , for n ª `, .  .  .H r r
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.18 .
y3r2 Y 2 2sup l y c a p q b p q 4 a y 1 p r dr .  .  . .H r r 0 0 r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
s O n 3y4b , 8.19 .  .
and
y3r2 X X Y 3y4bw xsup l y c 2 a p q a p r dr s O n , .  .  .H r r 0 r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
for n ª `. 8.20 .
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We prove Proposition 8.3 similarly to the proof of Proposition 6.4. In the
following lemma we show that Lemma 8.1 allows us to adapt Lemma 6.5 to
the complements J _ J .r m2
LEMMA 8.4. Let the assumptions and notations of Proposition 8.3 hold
and let the gi¨ en real numbers v , v satisfy2 3
v ) 1r2, v G 0. 8.21 .2 3
Then, for each v g Rq as n ª `,1
v1 v v2 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
O n max1qv 1qv 3q1 .?2 by2. , 14qv 31yb . , v q v / y1 . 1 3s 1qv 1yb . 2y2 b3 < <O n ? 1 q log n , v q v s y1. . . 1 3
8.22 .
To prove Lemma 8.4 we employ the factorization
v v qv yv1 1 3 3v v v v2 3 2 3l y c c a s l y c c ? l y c a . .  .  .n n r n n n r
 .  .Since according to assumption 8.21 v G 0, we see from conclusion 8.63
of Lemma 8.1 that the supremum of the absolute value of the second
factor is of the order of n v31yb .. Hence,
v v qv1 1 3v v v 1yb . v2 3 3 2l y c c a s O n ? l y c c . .  .  .n n r n n
Next we integrate the previous estimate over the complements J _ J ,r m2
which yields
v1 v v2 3l y c c a r dp .  .H n n r
J _ Jr m2
v qv1 3v 1yb . v3 2s O n ? l y c c r dr . 8.23 .  .  .  .H n n
J _ Jr m2
 .According to assumption 3.7 ,
l1r2ny1 ? J ; 1 q n 2 by2 , ` , .r
 .and so, conclusion 5.1 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 with v q v in place of1 3
v and with the complements J _ J in place of J gives1 r m2
v qv1 3 v 2l y c c r dr .  .H n n
J _ Jr m2
`
v qvv 1yb . v qv qv y1r2 2 y2v qv qv .1 33 1 2 3 1 3 2< <F n ? l s y 1 s ds .H
2by21qn
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Note that the improper integral on the right does exist, since by assump-
 .tion 8.21 y2v - y1. Finally, estimating this improper integral, using2
 .  .estimate 8.23 and conclusion 8.7 of Lemma 8.1, we obtain conclusion
 .8.22 . This completes the proof of Lemma 8.4.
We complete the proof of Proposition 8.3 by repeated applications of
 .  .Lemma 8.4. To prove conclusion 8.16 we note that conclusion 8.22 of
Lemma 8.4 yields
v v1 2 v 1qv 1yb .3 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n , . .  .  .H r n r
Jlg I r
1 1
v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 8.24 .1 3 22 2
 .Applying estimate 8.24 to v s y1r2, v s 1, v s 0, we find conclu-1 2 3
 .sion 8.16 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.17 we note that conclusion 8.22 of Lemma 8.4
yields
v1 v v 2ybqv 1yb .2 3 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n , .  .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
3 1
v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 8.25 .1 3 22 2
 .Applying estimate 8.25 to v s y3r2, v s 1, v s 0, we find conclu-1 2 3
 .sion 8.17 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.18 we take the square of inequality 7.22 . Then
 .2  2 2 .using the elementary inequality a q b F 2 a q b we find
c X 2 F 8ny2c 3 q 4a2 pX 2 q 4aX 2 p2 . 8.26 .r n r 0 r 0
To estimate n 2 times the integral corresponding to the first term on right
 .  .of inequality 8.26 we note that conclusion 8.22 of Lemma 8.4 yields
v1 v v 4y3bqv 1yb .2 3 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n , .  .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
5 1
v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 8.27 .1 3 22 2
To estimate the integral corresponding to the second term on right of
 .  .inequality 8.26 we apply estimate 8.24 to v s y5r2, v s b , v s 2.1 2 3
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 .Then using estimate 2.15 we find
y5r2 X 22 3y4bsup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r r 0
J _ JlgI r m2
8.28 .
To estimate the integral corresponding to the third term on right of
 .  .  .inequality 8.26 we combine formula 6.29 with estimate 2.15 . Then
 .using conclusion 8.7 of Lemma 8.1 we find
y5r2 X 2 2l y c a p r dr .  .H r r 0
J _ Jr m2
y5r2y4y2y2 b 3qb 4s O n ? sup l y c c a r dr . .  .  .H n n r
J _ JlgI r m2
 .Application of estimate 8.27 to v s y5r2 y 4, v s 3 q b , v s 41 2 3
shows that the second factor on the right is of the order of n 8q7b and so,
y5r2 X 2 2 32y3b .sup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r r 0
J _ JlgI r m2
8.29 .
 . < .y5r2 <Finally, we multiply inequality 8.26 by l y c and integrate ther
resulting inequality over the complements J _ J . Then using estimatesr m2
 .  .  .8.29 , 8.28 , and estimate 8.27 applied to v s y5r2, v s 3, v s 01 2 3
 .we arrive at conclusion 8.18 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.19 first we combine estimate 2.16 with an
 .  .application of estimate 8.24 to v s y3r2, v s 1 q b r2, v s 1.1 2 3
Then we find
y3r2 Y 2 1y2 bsup l y c a p q b p r dr s O n , .  .  . .H n r 0 0
J _ JlgI r m2
for n ª `. 8.30 .
 .To prove conclusion 8.19 second we show that
y3r2 2 3y4bsup l y c a a y 1 p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .  .H r r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.31 .
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 .  .Indeed, combining formula 6.29 with conclusion 8.7 of Lemma 8.1 and
 .with estimate 2.15 we see that
y3r2 2l y c a a y 1 p r dr .  .  .H r r r 0
J _ Jr m2
y3r2y1y2 b b 2s O n ? sup l y c c a r dr . 8.32 .  .  .  .H n n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
 .Application of estimate 8.24 to v s y3r2 y 1, v s b , v s 2 shows1 2 3
that the second factor on the right is of the order of n 3y2 b and so,
 .  .  .estimate 8.31 follows. Now combining estimates 8.31 and 8.30 we
 .arrive at conclusion 8.19 .
 .To prove conclusion 8.20 first we show that
y3r2 X X 3y4b<sup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.33 .
 .  .Indeed, combining formula 6.29 with estimate 2.15 and using conclusion
 .8.7 of Lemma 8.1 we find
y3r2 X X<l y c a p .H r r 0
J _ Jr m2
y3r2y2y1yb 3qb .r2 2s O n ? sup l y c c a r dr . .  .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.34 .
 .  .Applying estimate 8.25 to v s y3r2 y 2, v s 3 q b r2, v s 2 we1 2 3
4y3b  .find that the second factor is of the order of n and so, estimate 8.33
 .follows. To prove conclusion 8.20 second we show that
y3r2 Y 3y5bsup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.35 .
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 .  .  .To see estimate 8.35 we combine formula 6.35 with conclusion 8.7 of
 .Lemma 8.1 and with estimate 2.15 . This gives
y3r2 Yl y c a p r dr .  .H r r 0
J _ Jr m2
y3r2y2y2yb 2qb r2 2s O n ? sup l y c c a r dr .  .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
y3r2y3y2yb 3qb r2 3qO n ? sup l y c c a r dr , .  .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
for n ª `. 8.36 .
 .Application of estimate 8.25 to v s y3r2 y 2, v s 2 q br2, v s 21 2 3
shows that the second factor of the first term on the right of estimate
 . 4y3b  .8.36 is of the order of n . Another application of estimate 8.25 to
v s y3r2 y 3, v s 2 q br2, v s 3 shows that the second factor of1 2 3
 . 5y4bthe second term on the right of estimate 8.36 is of the order of n . By
assumption 1 y b G 0 and so, n 3y5bdominates n 2y4b. That is to say the
 .second term on the right of estimate 8.36 dominates the first one and so,
 .  .  .estimate 8.35 follows. Finally, combining estimates 8.33 and 8.35 and
 .using that by assumption b G 0, we arrive at conclusion 8.20 . This
completes the proof of Proposition 8.3.
 .Incidentally, note that if instead of assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1 we
make the more restricted assumption 3r4 F b F 1 then, Proposition 8.3
and the algebraic Lemma 6.3 imply Theorem 8.2.
We continue the proof of Theorem 8.2 by formulating sharper versions
of the last three conclusions of Proposition 8.3.
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let the assumptions and notations of Proposition 8.3
hold. Then,
y3r2 Y 2 2sup l y c a ? p q b p q 4 a y 1 p r dr .  .  . .H r r 0 0 r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
s O n 2y3b . 8.37 .  .
Furthermore,
y5r2 X 2 2y3b 32y3b .sup l y c c r dr s O n q O n , .  .  .  .H r r
J _ Jlg I r m2
for n ª ` 8.38 .
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and
y3r2 X X Y 2y3bw xsup l y c 2 a p q a p r dr s O n , .  .  .H r r 0 r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
for n ª `. 8.39 .
We prove Proposition 8.3 similarly to the proof of Proposition 8.3 by
formulating a sharper version of Lemma 8.4.
LEMMA 8.6. Let the assumptions and notations of Lemma 8.4 hold.
Then, for each v g Rq as n ª `,1
v1 v v2 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H r n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
¡ maxv 1qv 3q1 .?2 by2.q1, 14 maxv 3y1 .?1yb .q1, 14O n q O n , .  .
v q v / y1, v / 11 3 3
2y2 b maxv y1.?1yb .q1, 143< <O n 1 q log n q O n , . . .~s
v q v s y1, v / 11 3 3
2y2 b< <O n 1 q log n , . .¢ v q v s y1, v s 1.1 3 3
8.40 .
Since the proof of Lemma 8.6 is more technical, we do it in the
Appendix.
We complete the proof of Proposition 8.3 by repeated applications of
 .  .Lemma 8.4. To prove conclusion 8.37 recall the proof of conclusion 8.19
 .of Proposition 8.3, which shows that conclusion 8.37 is implied by the
 .following sharper version of estimate 8.31 :
y3r2 2 2y3bsup l y c a a y 1 p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .  .H r r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
8.41 .
 .To see estimate 8.41 we apply Lemma 8.6 to v s y3r2, v s b ,1 2
v s 2, which yields3
y3r2y1 b 2 2ybsup l y c c a r dr s O n . 8.42 .  .  .  .H n n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
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 .  .  .Combining estimates 8.42 and 8.32 we find estimate 8.41 and so,
 .conclusion 8.37 follows.
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.38 recall the proof of conclusion 8.18 of
 .Proposition 8.3, which shows that conclusion 8.38 is implied by the
 .following sharper version of estimate 8.28 :
y5r2 X 22 2y3bl y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. .  .  .H r r 0
J _ Jr m2
Now the previous estimate is an immediate consequence of estimates
 .  .  .8.42 and 2.15 and so, conclusion 8.38 follows.
 .  .To prove conclusion 8.39 recall the proof of conclusion 8.20 of
 .Proposition 8.3, which shows that conclusion 8.39 is implied by the
 .following sharper version of estimate 8.33 :
y3r2 X X 1y2 b< <sup l y c a p Ns O n , for n ª `. .  .H r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
Now the previous estimate is an immediate consequence of estimates
 .  .  .8.42 and 8.34 and so, conclusion 8.39 follows. This completes the proof
of Proposition 8.5. Then, combining Proposition 8.5 with the algebraic
Lemma 6.3 we arrive at Theorem 8.2.
We conclude this section by showing that the approximate phase of
 .definition 8.5 satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1
 .over the interval of definition 8.4 . We do this by showing that conclusion
 .5.2 of Theorem 5.1 holds for the intervals J in place of the intervalsm2
J :m1
y1lim sup sup e r Re u r dr - `. 8.43 .  .  .H m m
Jnª` lg I m2
 .For brevity we prove estimate 8.43 , by proving the following version of
 .conclusion 5.7 of Proposition 5.2:
y1r2lim sup sup l y c p r dr s O 1 , for n ª `. .  .  .H n 0
Jnª` lg I m2
8.44 .
 .  .Similarly to the proof of conclusion 5.7 , we prove estimate 8.44 with the
 .help of the scaling Lemma 5.3. Indeed, according to definitions 8.4 and
 .8.3
1 y d
1r2 y1 y1 by1 by1l n ? J s d ? 1 y n , 1 q 2n .m2 l  /2
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 .Hence, conclusion 5.10 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 with the intervals Jm2
in place of the interval J yields
y1r2 b r2l y c c r dr .  .H n n
Jm2
y1  by1.d ? 1q2n vlbr2y1 2 y2v qv .1 1 2< <s l ? n ? s y 1 s ds .H
y1 by1  . . .d ? 1y 1yd r2 nl
8.45 .
 .Another application of definition 8.3 shows that the integrand on the
 .right of formula 8.45 is bounded and that the lengths of these intervals
are of the order of n by1. Hence the entire right side is of the order of n b.
 .  .This fact together with estimate 2.15 gives estimate 8.45 . Thus, estimate
 .  .8.44 follows and so, the function of definition 8.5 satisfies the approxi-
mate phase assumptions on the intervals J .m2
9. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 WITHOUT THE
 .ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTION 3.4
 .In this section we show that conclusion 3.12 of Theorem 3.1 holds
 .without the additional assumption 3.4 . For this purpose we define a
partition of the intervals J ,r
J s inf J , inf J , J s sup J , ` , 9.1 .  .  .r1 r m2 r 2 m2
so that, for large enough n ,
J s J j J j J , J l J s B, J l J s B,r r1 r 2 r 2 r1 r 2 r1 m2
J l J s B. 9.2 .r 2 m2
 .Then we show that conclusion 7.6 of Proposition 7.2 holds with the
intervals J in place of the intervals J and with sup J in place of r :r1 r r1
F u , f sup J G g ? n 1yb ? F u , f inf J , for n ) n . 9.3 .  .  .  .  .r r1 r r1 0
 .According to Section 8 the function u of definition 3.10 satisfies ther
approximate phase assumptions over the intervals J . Then, conclusionr1
 .4.9 of the general Proposition 4.1 with J in place of J and with u inr1 r
place of u yields
F u , f sup J G g ? exp 2 Im u s ds ? F u , f inf J , .  .  .  .  .Hr r1 r r r1
Jr1
for n ) n . 9.4 .0
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Next we show that
1ybexp 2 Im u s ds ) gn , for n ) n . 9.5 .  .H r 0
Jr1
 .  .Indeed combining conclusions 8.7 and 8.6 of Lemma 8.1 we find that
 .similarly to estimate 7.20 ,
y1 1y2 bl y c a p ­ J s O n , for n ª `. 9.6 .  .  .  .r r 0 r
Next we show that
y2 X 2y3b 2y2 b< <sup l y c c a p r dr s O n n 1 q log n , .  .  . .H r r r 0
J _ Jlg I r m2
for n ª `. 9.7 .
 .  .To see estimate 9.7 we repeat the proof of estimate 7.21 with the
estimate
v1 v v2 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H n n r
J _ Jlg I r m2
O n maxv 3y1 .?1yb .q1, 14 , v / 1 . 3s 9.8 .2y2 b < <O n 1 q log n , v s 1 . . 3
 .Note that the right side of estimate 9.8 is the second term of conclusion
 .8.40 of Lemma 8.6. We omitted the first term since this term leads to
 .  .estimate 7.17 and we have seen in the proof of estimate 7.21 that it
 .  .gives terms for which estimate 9.7 holds. Next we apply estimate 9.8 to
v s y2, v s 2, v s 3, and to v s y2, v s b , v s 2. Then we1 3 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .obtain weaker versions of estimates 7.25 , 7.24 , and 7.23 . More specifi-
cally, we obtain estimates where the intervals J on the left are replacedr
by the complements and the order n 1y2 b on the right is replaced by the
2y3b  .  .  .order n . Similarly to the way that estimates 7.25 , 7.24 , and 7.23
 .imply estimate 7.21 we see that these weaker versions imply estimate
 .9.7 .
 .  .Similarly to the way that estimates 7.21 and 7.20 imply lower estimate
 .  .  .7.8 we see that estimates 9.7 and 9.6 imply the lower estimate
r




 .  .We see from definition 9.1 and from relation 8.47 that
1 1
y1r2sup J s inf J G l dn , with d s q ) 1, 9.10 .r1 m2  /2 2 d
 .and so, we can choose r s d in the lower estimate 9.9 . Hence the lower
 .estimate 9.5 follows.
 .We have also seen in Section 8 that function u of definition 3.6m
satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1 over the intervals
 .J . Hence conclusion 4.9 holds with J in place of J and the functionm2 m2
u in place of u . Then combining this conclusion with the fact thatm
 .according to formula 7.4 Im u ) 0, we findm
F u , f sup J G g ? F u , f inf J for n ) n . 9.11 .  .  .  .  .m m2 m m2 0
 .We see that similarly to estimate 9.11 ,
F u , f r G g ? F u , f inf J for n ) n , r g J . .  .  .  .r r m2 0 r 2
 .  .Thus the lower estimate 7.33 holds under the additional assumption 8.1
 .and so, conclusion 3.12 follows. That is to say we have removed the
 .additional assumption 3.4 in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
APPENDIX. PROOF OF LEMMA 8.6
For brevity we prove Lemma 8.6 in the general case of v q v / y11 3
and v / 1 only. The exceptional cases follow by minor adjustments. We3
 .start by showing that on one of the intervals of the partition 9.2 the
 .absolute value of one of the factors of conclusion 8.40 remains bounded.
More specifically,
v1lim sup sup sup l y c r - `, v g R. A.1 .  .  .n 1
nª` lg I rgJr2
 .  .  .We see from definitions 9.1 and 2.14 and from assumption 3.7 that
 .estimate A.1 is implied by
y1sup sup l y c r - `. A.2 .  . .n
lg I rgJr2
 .  .To prove estimate A.2 , we apply formula 7.29 with r s inf J . Thenr 2
 .  .  .using definitions 9.1 , 8.4 , and 8.3 we find
y1y1 by1 by1l y c inf J s d 1 q 2n y 1 ? l 1 q 2n .  .  .n r 2 l b
y1y1 by1= d q 1 q 2n . A.3 .  .l
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 .  .We see from definitions 8.3 and 8.2 and from the additional assumption
 .  .8.1 that the right side of formula A.3 is strictly positive. In fact, it is
bounded away from 0:
y1lim inf inf l y c inf J ) 0. .  .n r 2
nª` lg I
 .Since the function l y c is monotone the previous estimate and rela-n
 .  .  .tion 2.16 together give estimate A.2 . Hence estimate A.1 follows.
 .We continue the proof of conclusion 8.40 by showing that it holds for
the intervals J in place of the complements J _ J . This is implied byr 2 r m2
v1 v v maxyv q1.? by1.q1, 142 3 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n . A.4 .  .  .  .H n n r
Jlg I r2
 .  .To prove estimate A.4 note that formula 8.8 yields
v v qv yv1 1 3 3v v v2 3 2l y c c a s l y c c l y c . .  .  .n n r n n b n
 .Hence estimate A.1 with v q v in place of v gives1 3 1
v yv1 3v v v2 3 2l y c c a s O 1 ? c l y c . A.5 .  .  .  .n n r n b n
 .Integrating estimate A.5 over the intervals J we findr 2
v1 v v2 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H n n r
Jlg I r2
yv 3v 2s O 1 ? c l y c r dr . .  .  .H n b n
Jr2
 .  .According to definitions 9.1 and 8.4 ,
l1r2ny1 ? J s 1 q 2n by1 , ` . .b r 2
 .Hence, conclusion 5.10 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 for the intervals J inr 2
place of J, with l in place of l and with yv in place of v yieldsb 3 1
yv 3v 2c l y c r dr .  .H n b n
Jr2
` yvv qv y1r2 2 y2yv qv .33 2 3 2< <s l ? n ? s y 1 s ds . A.6 .Hb
by11q2n
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 .Estimating the elementary integral on the right of estimate A.6 and using
 .  .estimate A.5 we obtain estimate A.4 .
 .We complete the proof of conclusion 8.40 by showing that it holds for
the interval J in place of the complement J _ J : This is implied byr1 r m2
v1 v v2 3sup l y c ? c a r dr .  .H n n r
Jlg I r1
s O n maxv 1q1 .?2 by2.q1, 14 q O n maxv 3q1 .? by1.q1, 14 . A.7 .  .  .
 .  .  .To prove estimate A.7 , with the help of definitions 8.3 and 8.2 we
define a partition of this interval. More specifically, we define
J s inf J , ly1r2n 1 q d y d , . .r11 r b l
J s ly1r2n 1 q d y d , inf J , b - 1, A.8 .  . .r12 b l m2
 .  .  .so that for large enough n , definitions 9.1 , 8.4 , and 8.3 and assumption
 .3.8 yield
J s J j J , J l J s B. A.9 .r1 r11 r12 r11 r12
 .We claim that estimate A.7 holds for the interval J in place of ther11
interval J , which is implied byr1
v1 v v maxv qv q1.?2 by2.q1, 142 3 1 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n . .  .  .H n n r
Jlg I r11
A.10 .
 .The proof of Lemma 8.4 and formula 8.8 together show that to prove
 .estimate A.10 it suffices to prove that
y1lim sup sup sup l y c r - `. A.11 .  . .b n
nª` lg I rgJr11
 .  .To see estimate A.11 we apply formula 7.29 with l in place of l andb
 .sup J in place of r. Then using definition A.8 , we findr11
y1 y1w xl y c sup J s d y d ? l 1 q d y d 1 q 1 q d y d . .  .  .b n r11 l b l l
A.12 .
 .  .Similarly to the way that formula 8.11 implies estimate 8.10 , we see that
 .  .  .formula A.12 implies estimate A.11 . Next we claim that estimate A.7
also holds with the interval J in place of the interval J on the left andr12 r1
with the second term on the right:
v1 v v maxyv q1.? by1.q1, 142 3 3sup l y c c a r dr s O n . .  .  .H n n r
Jlg I r12
A.13 .
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 .  .To prove estimate A.13 , first we show that estimate A.3 holds with the
intervals J , in place of the intervals J :r12 r 2
y1lim sup sup sup l y c r - `. A.14 .  . .n
nª` lg I rgJr12
 .  .To see estimate A.14 we apply formula 7.29 with inf J in place of r.r12
 .  .Then using the definitions A.8 and 8.3 , we find
l y c inf J .n r12
y1 y1y1 y1s d 1 y d ? l 1 q d y d d q 1 q d y d . .  .  .l b l l l
 .  .Similarly to the way that formula 8.11 implies estimate 8.10 we see that
 .  .the previous formula implies estimate A.14 . To prove estimate A.13 ,
second we show that
yv 3v maxv q1.? by1.q1, 142 3sup c l y c r dr s O n , .  .  .H n b n
Jlg I r12
for v / y1, v ) 1r2. A.15 .3 2
 .  .Indeed, we see from definitions A.8 and 8.4 that
1 y d
1r2 y1 by1l n ? J s 1 q d y d , 1 y n .b r12 l /2
 .Hence, conclusion 5.10 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 for the intervals J inr12
place of J, with l in place of l and with yv in place of v yieldsb 3 1
yv 3 v 2l y c c r dr .  .H b n n
Jr12
 . . by11y 1yd r2 n vyv qv y1r2 2 y2v qv .33 2 3 2< <s l ? n ? s y 1 s ds .Hb
1qd ydl
 .Using definition 8.4 to estimate the elementary integral on the right, we
 .  .  .get estimate A.15 . Inserting estimate A.15 into estimate A.14 we find
 .  .  .estimate A.13 . Combining estimates A.13 and A.10 with definitions
 .  .  .A.8 and A.4 we obtain estimate A.7 . Finally, combining estimates
 .  .  .  .A.4 and A.7 with definition 9.1 and with conclusion 8.7 of Lemma
 .8.1 we arrive at conclusion 8.40 . This completes the proof of Lemma 8.6.
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